Introduction {#s1}
============

Life history traits such as life span, age at sexual maturity, and maximum growth rate are important factors for understanding the biology of any organism, but they are most important in a comparative context in studies of evolution and evolutionary ecology. This is because certain kinds of trade-offs such as investment in individual growth versus maturation underlie the evolutionary structure of the life history traits of an organism.

Although there is an ongoing debate about whether the scaling of life history traits follows a universal power law [@pone.0067012-West1]--[@pone.0067012-Glazier1], it is generally accepted that such traits in extant taxa follow allometries [@pone.0067012-Blueweiss1]. Allometries are relationships between one trait (*x*) and another trait (*y*) of an organism compared to organisms of other species or to individuals of the same species but of another ontogenetic stage. They are often mathematically described by a power function *y* = *a* exp(*b*) [@pone.0067012-Gould1]--[@pone.0067012-SchmidtNielsen1], and thus in a log-log plot allometries are linear functions *y a*+*b*⋅*x* to *y=a*+*b*⋅*x*. When trait *y* scales with trait *x* and the exponent *b* is one, the allometry is called an isometry. Allometries between body mass (*x*) and any other trait (*y*) estimated for a taxon (e.g., extant non-avian reptiles) are often used to estimate trait *y* for another taxon, e.g., to estimate the maximum growth rate of an extinct dinosaur from its body mass. The scarcity of estimates of life history traits has so far limited the detection of reliable allometries between body mass and life history traits for dinosaurs, and in particular for Sauropodomorpha, which include the largest terrestrial animals that ever lived on Earth, the Sauropoda [@pone.0067012-Klein1], [@pone.0067012-Sander1]. In spite of this scarcity, presumed differences in the life history of sauropods in comparison to extant taxa have been suggested to contribute to their unique gigantism [@pone.0067012-Sander1]--[@pone.0067012-Werner1].

Whereas in extant organisms biologists can directly observe variability in life history traits in the taxa on which the allometries are based, this is often not possible in extinct organisms as traits are simply not preserved in the fossil record (e.g., number of broods per year, age-specific mortality rates). However, for complete tests of hypotheses in evolutionary biology and evolutionary ecology, we need to include fossil organisms. Fossil organisms reflect the phylogenetic history and the ancient states of traits of extant species.

In dinosaurs, besides the discovery of fossil eggs and clutches, the most important source of information on their life history traits is the growth record preserved in the histology of their fossilized bones. It is the aim of this study to provide, for the first time, baseline data on allometries of aging, maturation, and growth for Sauropodomorpha. To obtain these allometries between body mass and life history traits, we studied the long bone histology of a single individual of the basal sauropodomorph *Plateosaurus engelhardti* and of six sauropod individuals pertaining to four different taxa, which have a good growth mark record preserved in their humerus or femur ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). On the basis of growth marks, we establish individual growth curves by applying and testing the following sigmoidal growth models [@pone.0067012-Fitzhugh1]: von Bertalanffy (vBGM), Gompertz (GGM), logistic (LGM), and Chapman-Richards (CRGM). These growth models have been successfully applied to extant species (and some also to dinosaurs as reviewed below), but have been rarely statistically tested against each other for a specimen (but see Cooper et al. [@pone.0067012-Cooper1] who considered five different growth models) and checked for biological reliability. For each of the individuals, we estimated four life history traits, that is, "age at death", "age at which the individual is fully-grown", "age at sexual maturity", and "maximum growth rate" from the growth curves. We then used these estimates to establish allometries between body mass and each of the life history traits. We are aware that the uncertainties involved in establishing these allometries are much greater than in an extant dataset. We, nevertheless, feel our approach is justified because of the important insights to be gained from this work, by making a margin of error much greater than the customarily acceptable 10%. To validate our allometric hypotheses for populations and even species, and their applicability to Sauropodomorpha in general, more individuals have to be tested.
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###### Data basis of the current study.

![](pone.0067012.t001){#pone-0067012-t001-1}

  Taxon (Locality)                     Spec. No.      Bone and length (mm)   Length of section (mm)           Number of cycles            Body mass (kg)   Specific density    HOS    Bone tissue types
  --------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------ ------- -------------------
  *Plateosaurus engelhardti* (Tr)      IFG 192.1          Femur (740)                  28                 12^+^ (min = 3, max = 9)            1,587              1.0          5--10         D--F
  indet. mamenchisaurid (SF)           SGP 2006/9       Humerus (1400)\*               76             15 (+6 EFS) (min = 3.5, max = 9)        25,075             0.9           12          F - EFS
  *Apatosaurus* sp. (MF)                SMA 0014          Femur (1640)                 74                 20 (min = 2, max. = 7--8)           20,206             0.9           10           E--F
  *Apatosaurus* sp. (MF)             BYU 601--17328       Femur (1580)                 58             5 (+13 EFS) (min = 11, max = 13)        18,178             0.9           12          F - EFS
  indet. diplodocid (TB)               MfN.R.2625        Humerus (610)                 40                  9 (min. 8--9, max = 15)            4,144              0.9           10           E--F
  indet. diplodocid (TB)               MfN.R.NW4          Femur (1350)                 62                   16 (min = 2, max = 7)             11,632             0.9          5--11         B--F
  *Camarasaurus* sp. (MF)               CM 36664          Femur (1450)                 79             5 (+4 EFS) (min = 7--8, max = 17)       14,247             0.9           12          F - EFS

The growth record preserved in sauropodomorph long bones {#s1a}
--------------------------------------------------------

In dinosaurs, and especially sauropodomorphs, bone histology has mainly focused on the mid-shaft cortex of the humerus and femur because a good record of appositional growth is preserved [@pone.0067012-Klein2]. Histology of sauropodomorph long bones is rather uniform, consisting of a thick cortex of primary bone most of which is of the laminar fibrolamellar kind [@pone.0067012-Sander3]. Laminar fibrolamellar bone is a fast growing bone tissue that consists of a framework of woven-fibered bone tissue with mainly circumferentially arranged primary osteons giving the tissue its laminar appearance [@pone.0067012-Sander3]. In fully-grown individuals, the outermost cortex consists of a very thin layer of avascular parallel-fibered or lamellar bone with closely spaced lines of arrested growth. This layer is called an external fundamental system (EFS), and in animals such as dinosaurs and large mammals growing with fibrolamellar bone throughout most of their life, the EFS is very distinctive and records a very sudden decrease in growth (see Sander et al. [@pone.0067012-Sander3]).

A quantifiable growth mark record throughout ontogeny, which is potentially informative about the timing of important life history events and the increase in body mass, is present only in a minority of sauropod humeri and femora [@pone.0067012-Klein2], [@pone.0067012-Sander3]. This is contrary to the widespread growth mark record in Ornithopoda and Theropoda (e.g., [@pone.0067012-Horner1]--[@pone.0067012-Woodward1]) and in basal Sauropodomorpha [@pone.0067012-Chinsamy1]--[@pone.0067012-Klein3], as exemplified by the *Plateosaurus* specimen in this study. Among the more than 250 sauropod specimens examined by us over the years [@pone.0067012-Klein2], [@pone.0067012-Sander3], only a limited number of samples preserve a growth mark record sufficient for quantification of individual growth. In the few cases where growth marks are deposited in sauropods they occur only late in ontogeny and most often only an EFS is deposited in the outermost cortex [@pone.0067012-Klein2].

Reasons for the poor growth mark record are twofold: remodeling/resorption processes and non-deposition. The inner part of the growth mark record is destroyed by resorption through enlargement of the medullary cavity and by remodeling of the bone. In primary bone lacking growth marks, growth may have been too fast for growth mark deposition [@pone.0067012-Klein2], [@pone.0067012-Sander3]. The annual cyclicity of growth marks is generally accepted for dinosaurs [@pone.0067012-Sander3], [@pone.0067012-Erickson2], [@pone.0067012-Padian1] and is supported by the most recent study of growth marks in extant animals with a very similar histology to that of dinosaurs, ungulate mammals. Köhler et al. [@pone.0067012-Khler1] unequivocally and overwhelmingly documented the annual nature of the growth marks in ungulates, regardless of habitat, climate, and latitude.

Certain methodological problems occur, however, when counting growth marks in sauropod dinosaur bone. Because growth marks are absent in the inner part of the bone, the number of growth marks preserved is only the minimal age at death of the individual. While the annual nature of growth marks in fibrolamellar bone tissue is unequivocal, those in the EFS, recording the asymptotic phase of growth, may not (all) be annual. Finally, the histology of primary bone no longer records life history once growth has ceased completely. Thus, extant crocodiles can live for many years after reaching full size [@pone.0067012-Woodward1], [@pone.0067012-Klein4], and the same may well have been true for Sauropodomorpha.

Long bone histology is informative about body mass increase because the dimensions of long bones are the best proxies of body mass [@pone.0067012-Sander1], [@pone.0067012-Sander3], [@pone.0067012-Carrano1]. For calculating body mass increase from growth marks, the observation that both humerus and femur diameter scale isometrically with the length of these bones [@pone.0067012-Bonnan1], [@pone.0067012-Kilbourne1] is very helpful. Because bone length isometrically scales with body mass, the isometric length to diameter scaling leads in turn to a close isometric relationship between the increase in cortex thickness and body mass [@pone.0067012-Sander3].

Previous studies of sauropod growth curves and growth rates {#s1b}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson3] were the first to quantify growth rates for a group of dinosaurs, spanning phylogenetic and size diversity. Among those data was also a multi-individual growth curve for *Apatosaurus*, which extrapolates an age of 15 years at asymptotic mass. Initial doubts about this growth curve and the resulting growth rates for *Apatosaurus* were raised by the description of an *Apatosaurus* specimen by Sander and Tückmantel [@pone.0067012-Sander5] that preserved 26 growth cycles only in its outermost cortex. Other studies also came to the conclusion that the maximum growth rate estimates of Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson3] for *Apatosaurus* represent a clear overestimate ([@pone.0067012-Sander3], [@pone.0067012-Lehman1], this study). Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] noted that the reason for this overestimate was the impossibility of counting growth lines in *Apatosaurus* bones larger than about two-thirds adult length because secondary bone remodeling had obliterated the primary bone tissue.

The only other study to provide growth curves for sauropods is that by Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1], which dealt with four different taxa. While offering a convincing methodology for curve fitting, for three taxa (*Apatosaurus*, *Janenschia*, indeterminate sauropod from England) out of the four investigated, the study suffers from different problematic assumptions. We suggest that only the growth curve for *Alamosaurus* can be considered reliable.

Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] reanalyzed the *Apatosaurus* growth series published by Curry [@pone.0067012-Curry1]. Their *Apatosaurus* growth curve, however, is poorly constrained because it is based on the scapular growth record. Only large limb bones have been proven to have a close isometric relationship between bone circumference and length [@pone.0067012-Bonnan1], [@pone.0067012-Kilbourne1], while the isometry of the shape of the sauropod scapula remains untested. Thus, we do not know how the increase in cortical thickness of the medial surface of the shaft of the scapula translates into increasing body mass. Also, it is has not been tested if growth of the humerus and femur is comparable to that of the flat and more curved scapula, because different elements of the skeleton show different growth patterns [@pone.0067012-Horner1], [@pone.0067012-deRicqls1], and therefore may preserve different growth records as was also shown for *Plateosaurus* [@pone.0067012-Klein3].

The growth record underlying the growth curve of the indeterminate sauropod from England [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] was based on published information on the pubis of a single individual [@pone.0067012-Reid1]. We rate the resulting growth curve problematic for similar reasons as for the scapula of *Apatosaurus*. Additionally, the body mass of any sauropod cannot be reliably estimated from the dimensions of its pubis.

The growth curve for the poorly known macronarian sauropod *Janenschia* was fitted by Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] based on the information and illustrations published by Sander [@pone.0067012-Sander6] for a single femur of this taxon combined with a poorly constrained estimate of asymptotic mass [@pone.0067012-Sander3]. Because there were major differences between the growth record used by Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] and the original record used by us, we did not expect to corroborate their growth model. We finally excluded *Janenschia* from our study, because none of the four tested growth models (vBGM, GGM, LGM, CRGM) revealed a reliable growth curve.

In contrast, the growth curve for the derived titanosaur *Alamosaurus sanjuanensis* from Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] is the most reliable growth curve for a sauropod published so far. We consider this multi-individual growth curve for *Alamosaurus sanjuanensis* well constrained for several reasons: First, this taxon is known from entire skeletons, making a reliable mass estimate possible. Second, at least some bones preserve a good histological growth record. Third, the data are original to the study of Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1].

Problems of existing approaches to growth curve fitting in dinosaurs {#s1c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

As a consequence of the incompletely preserved growth record in dinosaur long bones, two standard sigmoidal growth models [@pone.0067012-Fitzhugh1], the vBGM [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] and the LGM [@pone.0067012-Erickson1], [@pone.0067012-Erickson3], [@pone.0067012-Bybee1], have mostly been applied to dinosaurs, but authors have rarely tested different standard growth models for one growth record against each other (but see Cooper et al. [@pone.0067012-Cooper1] who considered five different growth models). Different regression approaches have also been used. Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson1], [@pone.0067012-Erickson3] and Bybee et al. [@pone.0067012-Bybee1] estimated the initial body mass, the final body mass and the growth rate of the logistic growth curve by non-linear regression analysis, although growth marks were scarce in comparison to the number of estimated model parameters. Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] overcame this problem by estimating only the growth rate of the curve and setting the initial body mass to zero and the final body mass to the body mass of the largest known individual of that taxon.

However, the standard models used so far for assessing growth curves in dinosaurs inherently make assumptions that may be problematic when inferring information on life history traits from the growth curve. Estimates obtained for age at death of the individual, age at sexual maturity, and the age at which the individual is fully-grown (hereafter asymptotic age of the individual) are generally biased by the unknown number of growth cycles that are not preserved in the bone and estimates of age at death are additionally biased by the number of years of life after growth ceased completely. The inflection point in a growth curve, which marks the transition from growth acceleration to deceleration, has been used to estimate age at sexual maturity of dinosaurs [@pone.0067012-Lehman1], [@pone.0067012-Lee1]. Unambiguous indicators of sexual maturity in fossils are rare (for fossil evidence in other dinosaurs see Lee and Werning [@pone.0067012-Lee1] and Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson4]) and especially are lacking in sauropodomorph dinosaurs. From a phylogenetic perspective, sexual maturity around the inflection point is the generalized condition for amniotes, and it is most parsimonious to assume that this applied to dinosaurs as well [@pone.0067012-Sander6], [@pone.0067012-Lee1], [@pone.0067012-Erickson4]. However, the standard growth models such as the vBGM and the LGM have a fixed inflection point at about 30% and 50% of asymptotic mass, respectively [@pone.0067012-Fitzhugh1]. Because most authors [@pone.0067012-Erickson1], [@pone.0067012-Erickson3], [@pone.0067012-Bybee1], [@pone.0067012-Erickson4]--[@pone.0067012-Erickson6] had only applied these two standard growth models to dinosaur growth records, they *a priori* fixed the age at which growth starts to decelerate rather than estimated it. More flexible growth models that explicitly parameterize the position of the inflection point in the growth curve, such as the CRGM [@pone.0067012-Richards1], are more appropriate for estimating the age at which growth of an individual starts to decelerate than the standard growth models that have been applied so far [@pone.0067012-Cooper1]. The CRGM has been successfully applied to various extant mammals [@pone.0067012-Gaillard1].

The concept of the inflection point of the growth curve indicating sexual maturity requires, however, further comments. Theoretical studies [@pone.0067012-Reiss1], [@pone.0067012-Stearns1] have suggested that the inflection point reflects the beginning of the individual\'s investment in reproduction at the expense of future somatic growth. Empirical studies, however, often demonstrate an onset of reproduction at ages well past the inflection point and thus suggest that this point should be better interpreted as the lower limit of reproductive maturity. Nevertheless, evidence for the concept of the inflection point indicating the beginning of reproduction exists, e.g. in reptiles [@pone.0067012-Lee1], [@pone.0067012-Ritz1] and in large mammals such as female elephants [@pone.0067012-Lee1], [@pone.0067012-Gaillard1]. However, in smaller mammals [@pone.0067012-Lee1], the first reproduction is observed when animals are more or less fully-grown, and in birds [@pone.0067012-Erickson4], [@pone.0067012-Ricklefs1] reproduction starts close to the attainment of final size and is thus mostly delayed compared to the age at which the inflection point of the growth curve is observed. Factors explaining the beginning of reproduction past the inflection point of the growth curve are the nutritional state of the animal [@pone.0067012-Ritz1], its breeding system (e.g. polygyny, [@pone.0067012-OwenSmith1], [@pone.0067012-Shrader1]), and seasonal reproduction (especially in species that are fully-grown within their first year of life).

Because the onset of reproduction shows such high variability in extant taxa, we developed a new bracketing approach in this paper to assess sexual maturity from individual growth curves. If the earliest possible age at sexual maturity (in the sense of the first reproduction) is the inflection point (lower limit), the latest is the end of the quasi-linear phase of growth (around the inflection point) that is the age at which 90% of the asymptotic body mass is reached (upper limit). The choice of 90% as the upper limit is guided by extant birds reaching reproductive maturity at this time ([@pone.0067012-Ricklefs1], [@pone.0067012-Ricklefs2]), giving us the worst case known in extant species as the possibly latest time of sexual maturity in our bracket. We then take the arithmetic mean of the age at the inflection point and the age at 90% asymptotic body mass as the most likely age at sexual maturity (hereafter *ASM*).

Histologic ontogenetic stages in sauropodomorph dinosaurs {#s1d}
---------------------------------------------------------

To qualitatively describe the ontogenetic status of sauropodomorph individuals based on their long bone histology, we earlier had developed the concept of histological ontogenetic stages for Sauropoda (HOS, [@pone.0067012-Klein2]), which can also be applied to some extent to *Plateosaurus*. We used the sequence pattern of six bone tissue types (A through G) to define 13 HOS and hypothesized that sexual maturity coincides with the onset of bone tissue type E deposition. We also correlated the 13 HOS with seven biological ontogenetic stages (embryo, hatchling, juvenile, subadult, adult I = significant growth after sexual maturity, adult II = growth slows significantly down; adult III = no growth; plus substages) and to specific life history events (hatching, sexual maturity, senescence). Sexual maturity is correlated with HOS 8. Thus, the HOS concept can be used to assess the biological plausibility of growth curves fitted to the growth record of Sauropodomorpha.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Histological sampling and sample base {#s2a}
-------------------------------------

This study is based on seven long bones ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}) from five sauropodomorph taxa (*Plateosaurus engelhardti*, a giant mamenchisaurid, *Apatosaurus* sp., Diplodocinae indet., *Camarasaurus* sp.), each bone representing one individual. The samples are part of a large histological collection of sauropodomorph long bones [@pone.0067012-Klein2], [@pone.0067012-Sander3], [@pone.0067012-Klein3] that includes thin sections and polished sections. The current study is mainly based on polished sections, which sometimes tend to show subtle growth marks better than thin sections. [Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"} provides the database for the study and lists all pertinent information such as taxa, specimens, geologic age, localities, length of the section (as a proxy for thickness of the cortex) and calculated mass of individuals, number of visible growth marks, and histological ontogenetic stages preserved in the bone. The sections were chosen for this study because they are the only ones showing reliable quantifiable growth marks in their cortex and the only ones for which we have reliable body mass estimates of the individuals sampled.

None of the samples are diagnostic to species because they came from isolated long bones, which in sauropods are at best diagnostic to genus. Thus, the long bones assigned to *Barosaurus africanus* by Janensch [@pone.0067012-Janensch1] and identified as such in previous histological studies [@pone.0067012-Klein2], [@pone.0067012-Sander5], [@pone.0067012-Sander6] were more recently found to be undiagnostic beyond Diplodocidae [@pone.0067012-Remes1]. However, we note that these taxonomic uncertainties are irrelevant to the major conclusions of this study.

All bones, except for the indeterminate mamenchisaurid humerus, were sampled by core drilling with a diamond drill bit (diameter of about 13 mm or 16 mm) at a standardized sampling location in the midshaft region of the bones. This is the posterior side in the humeri and the anterior side of the femora, as described by Sander [@pone.0067012-Sander6] and Stein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Stein1]. The cores were embedded in epoxy resin and cut perpendicular to the long axis of the bone. The cores were then processed into polished sections and thin sections by standard petrographic methods. The indeterminate mamenchisaurid humerus was sampled by sectioning across the entire midshaft, and only a polished section was prepared. In contrast to the core-sampled humeri, the growth record of this specimen was obtained from the anterior bone side. We are aware that distances between growth marks can vary along the bone circumference, and that this could eventually bias estimates of life history traits derived from fitted growth curves. Nevertheless, as the data base for growth curves is limited in Sauropodomorpha, we think this was justified.

Polished sections were examined with a Leica DMLP compound microscope (1.6× to 40× magnification of the objective lenses) in reflected light bright field illumination and with a binocular microscope. Growth marks were counted and recorded in the polished sections either with a binocular microscope with a camera lucida attached in normal light ([Figure 1](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}) or on high-resolution digital images of the sections using reflected light ([Figure 1](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Thin sections were examined by standard light microscopic techniques (normal transmitted light, polarized light) with a Leica DMLP compound microscope (1.6× to 40.0× magnification of the objective lenses).

![Growth mark record in polished sections of sauropodomorph individuals used in this study.\
Arrows indicate considered growth marks which are oriented parallel to the growth direction of the bone surface. The outer bone surface is at the top. Most samples extend from the outer cortex into the medullary region, but the center of medullary region is not covered by all samples. The primary bone tissue generally is laminar fibrolamellar bone. All samples except for the indeterminate mamenchisaurid sample are polished sections, which originate from core samples. Except for A) and G), which are photographed in normal incident light, all other images are in bright field illumination, with light reflected off the polished sample surface. **A)** Femur sample of *Plateosaurus engelhardti* (IFG 192.1; 740 mm) with 12 lines of arrested growth deposited. The outermost cortex does not show an external fundamental system (EFS), which indicates that this individual had not yet reached asymptotic growth, but growth rate clearly had decreased due to the close spacing of the growth marks in the outer cortex. **B)** Femur sample of *Apatosaurus* sp. (SMA 0014; 1,640 mm) with 20 growth marks consisting of lines of arrested growth and polish lines. The outer cortex is incomplete due to post mortem damage. **C)** Femur sample of *Apatosaurus* sp. (BYU 601-17328; 1,580 mm) with five growth marks consisting of polish lines. The outer cortex exhibits an EFS which contains another 13 resting lines deposited. **D)** Femur sample of *Camarasaurus* sp. (CM 36664; 1,452 mm) with five growth marks consisting of polish lines and lines of arrested growth. The outermost cortex exhibits an EFS, which contains another four resting lines. **E)** Femur sample of an indeterminate diplodocid (MfN.R.NW4; 1,350 mm) with 16 growth marks in form of lines of arrested growth and polish lines. The outermost cortex lacks an EFS. **F)** Humerus sample of an indeterminate diplodocid (MfN.R.2625, 610 mm) with nine growth marks in the form of lines of arrested growth and polish lines visible in the cortex. The outermost cortex lacks an EFS. **G)** Humerus sample of the indeterminate mamenchisaurid (SGP 2006/9; approx. 1,400 mm) showing 16 growth marks consisting of lines of arrested growth in the outer cortex and cyclic variation in vascularity (modulations) in the inner cortex. The outermost cortex shows an EFS which is too thin to see at the magnification of this image.](pone.0067012.g001){#pone-0067012-g001}

Quantification of the growth mark record {#s2b}
----------------------------------------

To understand the problems involved in quantifying the growth mark record, including the reconstructing of the missing growth record of the inner cortex, a clear understanding of the origin and the nature of this growth record is needed. The shaft of a sauropod humerus or femur grew from hatchling to a fully-grown animal by the periosteal apposition of new bone material, leaving the postnatal growth record behind. Considering that sauropod hatchlings were very small, [@pone.0067012-Sander7], the beginning of this growth record is close to the geometric center of the shaft cross section, and it ends at the bone surface. However, the growth record is asymmetrical since the apposition rates differed locally, along the circumference of the bone shaft, due to biomechanics.

The older parts of the growth record were destroyed by the expanding medullary region and by remodeling of the inner cortex. Due to the commonly crushed medullary region in sauropod bones, it was not possible to fully reconstruct the original growth record from the geometric center of the medullary cavity to the bone surface. Thus, the length of each thin section as measured from the deepest part to the outer bone surface was set to 100% of the growth record, being well aware that this is only the minimum of cortical apposition for the respective specimen. Distances between cycles and the length of the thin section were measured parallel to the growth direction of the bone surface, because the center of the medullary region is not covered by all samples ([Figure 1](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}, direction of arrows).

In most samples, the growth marks do not start before the second half of the section because the inner cortex was heavily remodelled or no growth marks had formed. We therefore estimated a minimum and maximum number of missing growth marks for all specimens by retrocalculations. This information was needed for curve fitting (see below). The minimum number of missing growth marks was assessed by dividing the length of the inner part of the section without growth cycles by the width of the thickest growth cycle. The maximum number of missing growth cycles was estimated by dividing the length of the inner part of the section without growth marks by the average cycle width. Growth marks in the outermost cortex that are closely spaced in avascular bone (EFS) were not included in the calculation of the maximum and minimum number of missing growth cycles.

Histology and growth record {#s2c}
---------------------------

### Basal Sauropodomorpha {#s2c1}

*Plateosaurus engelhardti* differs from the Sauropoda in that it shows plesiomorphically high developmental plasticity [@pone.0067012-Sander4] with widely varying final sizes at a given age. From the database of Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein3], a femur of 740 mm length (IFG 192.1) of *Plateosaurus engelhardti* was selected for the current study because it shows a relatively complete growth record of a large individual ([Figure 1A](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The growth record of this specimen preserves bone tissue comparable to that defined for Sauropoda as types D to F of Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein2] (except for the remodeling by secondary osteons; [@pone.0067012-Klein2]) in sequence and thus includes the life history event of sexual maturity (onset of deposition of type E tissue). Towards the outer cortex, a decrease in vascular density is obvious and growth continued at a slower rate but no EFS had been deposited yet. Klein and Sander ([@pone.0067012-Klein3]: Table 4) estimated that at least three growth cycles are missing in this specimen, resulting in a total estimated number of 15 growth cycles ([Figure 1A](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). Supplementary retrocalculations carried out for curve fitting suggest that at most nine cycles are missing.

### Sauropoda {#s2c2}

Unlike *Plateosaurus*, members of Sauropoda show little developmental plasticity, generally exhibiting a close correlation between ontogenetic stage and size [@pone.0067012-Klein2], [@pone.0067012-Sander3]. For this reason, we assume that the individuals in this study are representative for their species. The humerus of the indeterminate mamenchisaurid (SGP 2006/9; estimated length 1,400 mm, polished section from the anterior bone side) chosen for this study has so far not been histologically studied and represents one of the largest indeterminate mamenchisaurid sauropod individuals known [@pone.0067012-Wings1]. The large size of this individual is consistent with the bone histology, which indicates HOS 12 of Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein2]. The outermost cortex shows a thin EFS, and little remodeling in the cortical bone, leading to the preservation of a good growth record. Unusually for sauropods, the growth cycles are present throughout most of the cortex, delimited by lines of arrested growth in the outer cortex and cyclical modulations of vascularization in the inner cortex. Although still primary bone, the innermost cortex lacks growth marks ([Figure 1G](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 16 growth cycles are preserved, and retrocalculation suggests that between 3.5 and 9 cycles are missing, not having been expressed or having been lost due to medullary expansion.

Two femora of *Apatosaurus* sp. were selected from our sample base [@pone.0067012-Klein2], [@pone.0067012-Sander3] for the current study because they show growth marks in their cortex ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 1B, C](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). SMA 0014 (1,640 mm, sample from the anterior bone side) is a femur and its bone tissue records HOS 10. The length of this femur is 91% of the maximum size that is found in the sample of Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein2] for *Apatosaurus*. It has 20 growth cycles visible in its cortex and no EFS had developed yet but the bone surface is incomplete ([Figure 1B](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). A maximum of seven missing growth cycles was previously retrocalculated for this sample, resulting in an age estimate of 28 years at death [@pone.0067012-Sander3]. The minimum number of missing growth marks estimated for this study is two ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). BYU 601-17328 (1,580 ¸ sample from the anterior side) is a femur of 88% of the maximum size in the *Apatosaurus* sample of Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein2]. Although somewhat smaller when compared to SMA 0014, its bone tissue records clearly a later ontogenetic stage (HOS 12, [@pone.0067012-Klein2]). The section has five growth marks in its cortex and another 13 in an EFS in the outermost cortex ([Figure 1C](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Retrocalculations suggest that at least 11 and at most 13 growth cycles are missing from the inner part of the bone. The differences in femur length and ontogenetic stages between the two *Apatosaurus* sp. specimens might indicate that these do not belong to the same taxon. However, in most histological work, our null hypothesis is that the identifications found in the collections are correct. Only if there are inconsistencies in, say, an ontogenetic series, do we question the morphological data and suspect a cryptic diversity at the population or species level.

One femur of an indeterminate diplodocid (MfN.R.NW4; 1,350 mm, sample from the anterior bone side) was selected. This femur is 89 % of the maximum known size for Tendaguru diplodocids ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 1E](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). It had 16 growth cycles preserved, and between two and seven cycles are missing. This sample of HOS 11 is quite interesting because it shows nearly the entire ontogenetic sequence of bone tissues from type B to type F [@pone.0067012-Klein2], and thus in particular probable sexual maturity (onset of deposition of type E tissue) is documented in the bone. The second sample of the indeterminate diplodocid showing a good growth record is a humerus (MfN.R.2625; 610 mm, sample from the posterior bone side) that is 59 % of the maximum known size ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 1F](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). It preserves nine growth cycles and already shows HOS 10 despite its relative small size. Retrocalculation suggest that between eight and 15 growth cycles are missing.

Of the *Camarasaurus* sp. sample base of Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein2], one femur (CM 36664; 1,452 mm, sample from the anterior bone side) was selected that is 93% of the maximum size known for *Camarasaurus* in the sample of Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein2] ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 1D](#pone-0067012-g001){ref-type="fig"}). It records five growth cycles in the outer cortex. The outermost cortex shows an EFS with another four growth marks developed, and the HOS is 12 but with an untypically low vascularization throughout the entire section. Retrocalculation suggests that between seven and 17 growth cycles are missing.

Mass estimates {#s2d}
--------------

To construct a mass-based growth curve for a single individual, the relationship between local bone apposition rate and body mass gain needs to be understood. Because in sauropod long bones, minimal shaft circumference increases proportionally with bone length [@pone.0067012-Bonnan1], [@pone.0067012-Kilbourne1], the local bone apposition rate is closely tied to body mass gain. Using a body mass estimate for the individual at the time at death (*body mass at death* in [equation (1](#pone.0067012.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"})), a growth curve can be constructed by measuring the distances between growth marks, calculating which percentage of size at death was reached at each growth mark, and then transforming this to percentage of body mass at death at each growth mark. Specifically, estimates of mass at each growth mark were calculated following Erickson and Tumanova [@pone.0067012-Erickson5] as

*Body mass at death* for the two *Apatosaurus* individuals, the two indeterminate Tendaguru diplodocids, and *Camarasaurus* was calculated from the femur length/body mass regression ([equation 2](#pone.0067012.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"} in Table II from Mazzetta et al. [@pone.0067012-Mazzetta1]: log (body mass) = 2.838 log (femur length) -- 4.864); Note: the equation given in the footnote of Table II of Mazzetta et al. has a typographical error), but was corrected for an avian body density of 0.9 because of the very likely presence of an extensive air-sac system in sauropods [@pone.0067012-Perry1]. Because the indeterminate Tendaguru diplodocid MfN.R.2625 is a humerus, femur length had to be estimated for the body mass estimate. For this, we used a humerus/femur ratio of 0.65 [@pone.0067012-McIntosh1]. For *Plateosaurus*, we used the mammalian megaherbivore body density of 1. *Body mass at death* in [equation (1](#pone.0067012.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is the estimate from Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein3], because no evidence exists for an extensive air-sac system in *Plateosaurus* [@pone.0067012-Yates1]. Body mass at death for the indeterminate mamenchisaurid individual was 25,075 kg (unpublished data, revised estimate of the value of 31,000 kg published by Sander et al. [@pone.0067012-Sander3] and Wings et al. [@pone.0067012-Wings2]).

*Femur length at death* in [equation (1](#pone.0067012.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is the length of the studied femur. *Femur length* in [equation (1](#pone.0067012.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) corresponds to length of the bone at a specific growth mark and was derived from the percentage of the length of the thin section at death.

Model fitting {#s2e}
-------------

To find the best growth model for *Plateosaurus engelhardti* and the six sauropods, we considered the four mathematical growth models mentioned above: von Bertalanffy (vBGM), Gompertz (GGM), logistic (LGM), and Chapman-Richards (CRGM). All relate the mass of an individual *M(t)* to its age *t*. In all models *M~0~* is a (non-zero) initial body mass, *A* is the asymptotic mass of the individual, and *g* is the growth rate for each individual.

### Von Bertalanffy growth model {#s2e1}

The von Bertalanffy growth model [@pone.0067012-vonBertalanffy1], [@pone.0067012-vonBertalanffy2] is a standard sigmoidal growth model known to visualize increase in body mass of birds [@pone.0067012-Ricklefs1]. It has also been successfully applied to many extant reptile taxa [@pone.0067012-Halliday1] including snakes, lizards [@pone.0067012-Shine1], turtles [@pone.0067012-Frazer1], crocodiles [@pone.0067012-Magnusson1], and even extinct sauropod dinosaurs [@pone.0067012-Lehman1]. The specific form of the vBGM that we fitted to the histological growth records of Sauropodomorpha is defined as

It is based on the Pütter-von Bertalanffy equation [@pone.0067012-vonBertalanffy1], [@pone.0067012-vonBertalanffy2], [@pone.0067012-Ptter1]. The inflection point of this growth curve is found at about 30% ( = 100⋅8/27, [@pone.0067012-Fitzhugh1]) of asymptotic mass.

### Logistic growth model {#s2e2}

Logistic growth models have been utilized to describe growth in extant eutherian mammals [@pone.0067012-Gaillard1] but also in smaller reptiles [@pone.0067012-Magnusson1] including tortoises [@pone.0067012-Ritz1] and extinct dinosaurs [@pone.0067012-Erickson3]. The specific LGM we tested for each of the Sauropodomorpha studied here is

This growth model assumes a symmetric inflection point at 50% of asymptotic mass [@pone.0067012-Fitzhugh1].

### Gompertz growth model {#s2e3}

The Gompertz model is a third standard growth model that has long been considered as the general model describing mammalian growth [@pone.0067012-Gaillard1], [@pone.0067012-Zullinger1] and has also been suggested for chelonians [@pone.0067012-Andrews1], [@pone.0067012-Hailey1]. In this model, the inflection point is located at about 37% ( = 100/*e*, [@pone.0067012-Fitzhugh1]) of asymptotic mass. The GGM, however, was not applicable to any of the individuals studied in this paper. The curve fitting procedure always failed, because either the fitting algorithm revealed no parameter estimates or the fitted regression functions were biologically unrealistic (see below). We thus omit the GGM in the remaining parts of the Methods and Results sections.

### Chapman-Richards growth model {#s2e4}

For all sauropodomorph individuals, we also considered a flexible growth model with a variable inflection point that had been successfully applied to modeling growth in mammals [@pone.0067012-Gaillard1]. This is the Chapman-Richards growth model that is formulated as

Parameter *m* sets the inflection point on the body mass axis. Parameter *t~i~* is the age at which the inflection point occurs. Our CRGM is based on the general Chapman-Richards model [@pone.0067012-Richards1], but we slightly modified this model to allow for non-zero initial body masses. The CRGM is able to generate any sigmoidal growth curve within the two extremes, a monotonic concave increase (no inflection point, maximum growth rate at birth) and a monotonic convex increase (no inflection point, truncated exponential model). By choosing specific values for parameter *m*, the flexible CRGM is able to mimic the vBGM (*m* = 2/3), the GGM (*m*→1, note that [equation 4](#pone.0067012.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not defined for *m* = 1), and the LGM (*m* = 2) [@pone.0067012-Bybee1], [@pone.0067012-Richards1], [@pone.0067012-Gaillard1].

Numerical model solving {#s2f}
-----------------------

We applied non-linear regression analysis for estimating the parameters of growth models for our sample. Each of the three growth models ([equations 2](#pone.0067012.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"} through [4](#pone.0067012.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}, vBGM, LGM and CRGM) was tested for each of the seven specimens. The GGM was not applicable to any of the specimens tested here, as noted above. To cope with the problem that an unknown number of cycles are missing from the inner part of the bone due to resorption, remodeling, and non-expression of inner growth marks (due to very fast growth rates), we developed two new numerical curve-fitting techniques and applied these to each of the three growth models.

### Fitting technique 1 (FT1) {#s2f1}

Setting the mass estimate for the first visible growth mark as the initial body mass (*t* = 0) in the growth series and assuming that the sauropod hatchling mass was about 2 kg [@pone.0067012-Sander7], [@pone.0067012-Jackson1] allowed us to implicitly estimate the number of cycles missing from the inner part of the bone. From the fitted growth curve, we therefore read off the *t* value for which the curve predicted a mass of 2 kg. Because this *t* value is negative (because the mass at the first growth mark is larger than 2 kg), the number of missing cycles is the absolute value of *t* with *M*(*t*) = 2 kg.

### Fitting technique 2 (FT2) {#s2f2}

We set the mass at cycle zero to a fixed hatchling weight of 2 in the growth series and stepwise, considered different initial numbers of missing cycles during the overall curve fitting process. The initial numbers that we manually tested one after another ranged from the minimum to the maximum number of missing growth cycles that we had previously estimated for each of the specimens using retrocalculation methods ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). For example, for *Apatosaurus* sp. (femur BYU 601-17328), from 11 up to 13 cycles were potentially missing and 18 (5+13) cycles are visible ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). Starting with the minimum number (11 cycles), we created a new growth series with 2 kg body mass at age 0, 6129 kg at age 11 ( = first preserved growth mark), 7980 kg at age 12 ( = second preserved growth mark), and so on ([Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}, [Table S1](#pone.0067012.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using this new growth data, we conducted a non-linear regression analysis to find out whether it fits to the vBGM, LGM, or CRGM. We then manually increased the estimated number of missing cycles by one, created new growth series, and carried out curve fittings until the maximum number of missing growth cycles was reached (for *Apatosaurus* sp. femur BYU 601-17328, 11, 12, and 13 missing cycles were tested). All regression models obtained from manually testing different constant numbers of missing cycles for a specific growth model were ranked according to their AIC values. An AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) value is a measure of the *relative* goodness of fit of raw data to a statistical model [@pone.0067012-Akaike1]. The statistically best from the manually tested growth models was selected according to the method given in Burnham and Anderson [@pone.0067012-Burnham1] and with respect to biological plausibility (for details see section on model selection, below).

10.1371/journal.pone.0033417.t002

###### Results of growth curve fitting for Sauropodomorpha.

![](pone.0067012.t002){#pone-0067012-t002-2}

  Taxon                           Spec. no.      Visible cycles   Model and approach   M~0~(kg)   A (kg)   A~est~ (kg)   g~est~ (kg/year)   Missing cycles   AD (years)   AA (years)   ASM (years)   MGR (g/day)   Residual s.e.   df    AIC    df
  ---------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------- -------- ------------- ------------------ ---------------- ------------ ------------ ------------- ------------- --------------- ---- ------- ----
  *Plateosaurus engelhardti*      IFG 192.1            12               LGM 1             2       1,587                    0.767\*\*\*           4.4            16.4         16.4         10.4          819.2          52.9        11   133.9   2
                                                       12               LGM 2             2       1,587                    0.642\*\*\*            7              19           19          13.1          680.5          40.2        11   137.5   2
  indet. mamenchisaurid           SGP 2006/9           22               LGM 2             2       25,075                   0.233\*\*\*            9              31           45          20.2         3907.7          750.9       21   374.6   2
  *Apatosaurus* sp.                SMA 0014            20               LGM 2             2       20,206                   0.285\*\*\*            8              28           34          21.1         4024.1          701.5       19   339.6   2
  *Apatosaurus* sp.             BYU 601--17328         18               LGM 2             2       18,178                   0.364\*\*\*            13             31           31          19.0         4421.4          323.5       17   278.2   2
  indet. diplodocid               MfN.R.2625           9                LGM 2             2                4,753\*\*\*     0.327\*\*\*            15             24           33          22.9          901.1          56.78       7    113.6   3
  indet. diplodocid               MfN.R.NW4            16               LGM 2             2                18,463\*\*      0.203\*\*\*            7              23           43          24.7         2335.1          612.5       14   271.6   3
  *Camarasaurus* sp.               CM 36664            9                LGM 2             2       14,247                   0.467\*\*\*            17             26           27          20.7         4188.8          380.8       8    151.7   2

To reduce the number of estimated parameters and enable convergence of the fitting procedure to the data when the number of preserved growth marks is small in comparison to the number of parameters, we always considered different versions of regression models for the vBGM, LGM, and CRGM. The most general model version estimated all parameters of [equations (2](#pone.0067012.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}), (3), or (4). The next two versions assumed either a fixed *A* (the body mass estimated for the individual, [Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}) or a fixed *M~0~* (the mass at the first visible cycle for FT1 or a hatchling mass of 2 kg for FT2). The last version considered fixed *M~0~* and *A*, and it estimated only the remaining one (*g*, for vBGM and LGM) or two parameters (*g*, *m*, for CRGM) of the growth model under study. In total, we fitted four versions of each of the three growth models to the histological growth series of each of the seven specimens, resulting in a total of 12 growth functions considered for each of the specimens. Each of these 12 growth functions was tested for each specimen using the two curve-fitting techniques.

All regression analyses were carried out with the free software R statistics (version 2.9.0, <http://www.R-project.org>). We applied the function "nls" from the *nls* package (non linear regression analysis) for model fitting.

Model selection {#s2g}
---------------

The two fitting approaches and three growth models with four model versions considered for each specimen revealed several regression functions describing the growth in body mass in the individuals. We therefore utilized the AIC approach as implemented in the *nls* package to find the best of these regression models for each of the specimens. All regression models found for a specimen were ranked according to their AIC values, and the best model with the lowest AIC (min(AIC)) was identified. We calculated ΔAIC for each model (AIC- min(AIC)) and followed the evaluation approach suggested by Burnham and Anderson [@pone.0067012-Burnham1]. ΔAIC scores less than 2 suggest well-supported models, scores between 2 and 10 suggest moderate support, a score \>10 suggests a weakly supported model relative to the alternative model (with the lowest AIC).

Models that were biologically unrealistic were excluded *a priori* from the model selection process. Biological criteria used included the estimated asymptotic mass (*A*) that was unrealistic for the taxon, the estimates of the number of missing cycles that clearly ranged outside the minimum and maximum interval calculated for the specimen (only applicable to models derived from FT1, where the number of missing cycles is read off from the curve at hatchling weight, [Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}), and estimated hatchling weights that were larger than 10 kg or smaller than 2 kg (only applicable to models from FT2 and if *M~0~* was not fixed in the model version).

Treatment of growth marks in the EFS {#s2h}
------------------------------------

Because it has been argued that growth marks in an EFS should not be counted as annual marks [@pone.0067012-Horner2], we additionally modelled growth in the two fully-grown individuals *Apatosaurus* sp. BYU 601-17328 and *Camarasaurus* sp. as described before but we excluded all growth marks in the EFS from the analysis. For both individuals, the non-EFS growth record consisted of only five growth marks which is relatively few compared to the number of growth marks in the EFS ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). Curve fitting was only successful for *Apatosaurus* sp. For the latter specimen the best statistical model was the LGM that was found by FT2 ([Figure 2](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"}). It suggested an asymptotic mass *A* = 18,524 kg (p\<0.01), a growth rate *g* = 0.382 kg/year (p\<0.01) and 13 missing growth cycles. The inflection point predicted by this model was 15.080 years. For the *Camarasaurus* sp. individual, FT1 resulted in a non-significant model that assumed an asymptotic mass *A* = 17,032 kg (p = 0.07), a growth rate *g* = 0.547 kg/year (p = 0.07) and five missing growth cycles. The estimated high asymptotic mass of *Camarasaurus* contradicts bone histology. The individual shows an EFS and thus indicates that the individual is fully-grown, whereas the LGM model predicts a considerable increase in body mass after its death ([Figure 2](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Because the model found for *Apatosaurus* sp. was biologically reliable and it differed only slightly from the statistically best model found by including the growth marks in the EFS ([Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"}), we assume in this study that potential errors in the analysis of life history traits introduced by including growth marks in the EFS are small.

![Logistic growth models established for Sauropodomorpha individuals.\
Two curve fitting techniques were applied to construct growth curves from the growth mark record laid down in long bones ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). Only the statistically best supported models are shown, except for *Apatosaurus* sp. (BYU 601-17328) and *Camarasaurus* sp. For these two individuals, the logistic growth models (dotted line) based on the non-EFS growth marks only are also shown. Triangles refer to different estimates of age at sexual maturity. Age at the inflection point of the growth curve (white triangle) is the lower limit (50% of asymptotic mass = M~50%~), whereas age at 90% asymptotic mass (black triangle) is the upper limit (M~90%~) of the onset of reproduction. The grey triangle (*ASM*) indicates the arithmetic mean of these time spans and corresponds to the arithmetic mean of the earliest and latest age at which first reproduction could have occurred. Parameter values of the best models are summarized in [Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}. Model selection was based on the AIC approach [@pone.0067012-Burnham1].](pone.0067012.g002){#pone-0067012-g002}

Establishing allometries for Sauropodomorpha {#s2i}
--------------------------------------------

From the best growth curves obtained for each of the seven specimens, we established allometries between body mass and age at death, asymptotic age, age at sexual maturity, and maximum growth rate by applying ordinary linear least squares regression analysis on log-log-transformed data. If the best model was found by FT1, age at death of the individual was estimated as the number of visible growth cycles ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}) plus the estimated number of missing cycles. For FT2, the individual age at death was directly read off from the growth curve ([Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}). The individual ages at death obtained from the long bones used in this study, however, most probably overestimate the life expectancy in populations or even species. All individuals studied had survived the juvenile stage before they died (HOS \>7, [Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). Mortality during the juvenile stage was most likely significantly higher than mortality during the adult stage in populations of large Sauropodomorpha, because size increases with increasing age of individuals, and smaller individuals experience higher mortalities from predators than larger individuals [@pone.0067012-Griebeler1].

For asymptotic age of individuals, the time when the individual has reached 99% of its asymptotic mass, *A* was read off from the best growth curve, and for FT1, the estimated number of missing growth cycles was added to this time.

To estimate the age at sexual maturity for each of the studied individuals, we calculated *ASM* as the arithmetic mean of the age at which the inflection point of the best growth curve is found and the age at which 90% of the asymptotic mass *A* was observed under this growth model.

To estimate maximum growth rates of the individuals [@pone.0067012-Case1], we used the age from the inflection point of the growth curve (*t~i~*), calculated both the largest integer age smaller than *t~i~* (*t~lower~*), and the smallest integer age larger than *t~i~* (*t~upper~*), and determined the increase in body mass within the interval \[*t~lower~*, *t~upper~*\] from the growth curve as estimate of the annual maximum growth rate. For a comparison of maximum growth rates of Sauropodomorpha with the allometries of Case [@pone.0067012-Case1] for extant vertebrates, we converted these annual maximum growth rate estimates (in kg) for Sauropodomorpha to grams per day assuming a constant daily rate over the year. An analogous approach to estimate daily maximum growth rates [@pone.0067012-Case1] is used when it is calculated from the largest increase in body mass recorded between two growth cycles.

To roughly assess potential errors in estimates of maximum growth rates, we adopted the approach of Case [@pone.0067012-Case1] that he developed to facilitate a comparison of his maximum growth rates with the rates given in Ricklefs [@pone.0067012-Ricklefs1], [@pone.0067012-Ricklefs2]. For each of the sauropodomorph individuals, we calculated from the best growth curve the average growth rate within the time span confined by 10% and 90% of asymptotic mass of the individual (length of the quasi-linear phase of growth in birds). Mass increments within this time span were averaged on a yearly base.

Results {#s3}
=======

Growth models {#s3a}
-------------

While the vBGM and CRGM were only applicable to a few specimens, the LGM was applicable to all Sauropodomorpha individuals studied. The vBGM was only successfully fitted to *Plateosaurus*, *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328, and the indeterminate mamenchisaurid, and the numbers of model parameters estimated differed between these individuals. For *Plateosaurus* and the indeterminate mamenchisaurid the best fits in terms of AIC were obtained for the model version that only estimates parameter *g*, whereas for *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328, the best model version estimated *g* and *A* ([equation 2](#pone.0067012.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The CRGM was only successfully fitted to *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328 and *Camarasaurus*. The specific CRGM model versions estimated parameters *m*, *g* and *A* ([equation 4](#pone.0067012.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The number of missing cycles derived from the CRGMs for *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328 and *Camarasaurus* was between 2 and 3. This small number strongly contradicts the retrocalculation from histological data (11--13 for *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328, 16--26 for *Camarasaurus* sp., see [Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}) and questions the biological plausibility of the CRGMs for both individuals.

In contrast, the LGM was successfully fitted to all seven Sauropodomorpha. For *Plateosaurus* and *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328, the LGM was clearly preferred over the respective vBGM (ΔAIC \>10) in terms of AIC, whereas for the indeterminate mamenchisaurid the LGM was only moderately better supported than the vBGM (2\< ΔAIC \<10). The best fits of growth records to the LGM were obtained for the model version that only estimated parameter *g*, except for the two indeterminate diplodocids MfN.R.NW4 and MfN.R.2625, where parameters *g* and *A* were estimated ([equation 3](#pone.0067012.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}). For all sauropodomorph individuals, except for *Plateosaurus* (2\< ΔAIC \<10), the LGM found by FT2 was much stronger statistically supported in terms of AIC than the model derived from FT1 (ΔAIC \>10).

The best growth curve estimates for all Sauropodomorpha individuals studied here are thus LGMs. They are shown in [Figure 2](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"} and Table. Life history traits derived for the individuals from growth curves are given in [Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}.

Allometry of age at death versus body mass {#s3b}
------------------------------------------

### Model results {#s3b1}

The age at death of Sauropodomorpha studied significantly increases with increasing body mass (log-log-plot, [Figure 3A](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}; intercept p = 0.010, slope p = 0.003). The coefficient of determination of the linear regression function is high (R^2^ = 0.841), reflecting a low variability in residuals. Even the estimate of age at death obtained for *Plateosaurus* from the second best model (FT2, [Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}) falls within the 95% confidence interval of the regression line, but the estimated age at death of *Camarasaurus* was slightly lower than the lower limit of this confidence interval ([Figure 3A](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Allometries derived for Sauropodomorpha and comparison with the literature data.\
**A)** Age at death vs. body mass, **B)** asymptotic age vs. body mass, **C)** age at sexual maturity (*ASM*) vs. body, mass and **D)** maximum growth rate vs. body mass. Regression lines (continuous line) and 95% confidence interval (dashed lines) are shown. Filled square in **A)**: age at death of *Massospondylus* [@pone.0067012-ChinsamyTuran1]. Filled triangles with error bars in all graphs: estimates of life history traits for *Alamosaurus* from Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1]. Error bars in **C)**: lower limit (age at inflection point of the growth curve), and upper limit (age at which 90% of the asymptotic mass is reached, [@pone.0067012-Ricklefs1], [@pone.0067012-Ricklefs2], see [Figure 2C](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"}) of age at sexual maturity. Error bars in **D)**: average daily increase in body mass during the quasi-linear phase (between 10% and 90% of the asymptotic mass, [@pone.0067012-Case1]). Statistics of allometric functions: A) R^2 = ^0.841, intercept p = 0.010, slope p = 0.003; B) R^2^ = 0.538, intercept p = 0.271, slope p = 0.061; C) R^2^ = 0.494, intercept p = 0.230, slope p = 0.079; D) R^2^  = 0.895, intercept p = 0.230, slope p = 0.001. ^n.s.^ p\>0.05, \* p≤0.05, \*\* p\<0.01, \*\*\* p\<0.001.](pone.0067012.g003){#pone-0067012-g003}

### Comparison with histological results {#s3b2}

Estimates of age at death obtained from growth models coincided well with estimates derived from histology. This was expected when applying FT2 because this approach makes use of the *a priori* estimated minimum and maximum number of missing cycles to find the best fitting growth model. Only FT1 estimates the number of missing cycles without any previous information, but this approach was only applicable to *Plateosaurus*. For *Plateosaurus*, 4.4 missing cycles are predicted by the LGM, resulting in an age at death of the individual of 16 years, which coincides well with an age at death between 12 and 21 years that is suggested by bone histology ([Table 3](#pone-0067012-t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0033417.t003

###### Comparison of growth models with histological data for Sauropodomorpha.

![](pone.0067012.t003){#pone-0067012-t003-3}

  Taxon                           Spec. no.      AD (years)   AA (years)    ASM (years)                                                 
  ---------------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------------ ---------------- ---------- -------- ----------- ------------ ------------
  *Plateosaurus engelhardti*      IFG 192.1        15--21      16.4--19        no EFS       16.4--19   9--17    9.4--11.1   11.4--15.1   10.4--13.1
  indet. mamenchisaurid           SGP 2006/9       26--31         31       **26**--**31**    **45**    **≤9**   **15.7**     **24.7**     **20.2**
  *Apatosaurus* sp.                SMA 0014        22--28         28           no EFS          34      **≤8**   **17.6**     **24.6**     **21.1**
  *Apatosaurus* sp.             BYU 601--17328     29--31         31           29--31          31       ≤13       15.5         22.5         19.0
  indet. diplodocid               MfN.R.2625       17--24         24           no EFS          33       ≤15       18.9         26.9         22.9
  indet. diplodocid               MfN.R.NW4        18--23         23           no EFS          43      13--18     19.7         29.7         24.9
  *Camarasaurus* sp.               CM 36664        20--28         26           16--26          27       ≤17       16.7         24.7         20.7

Allometry of asymptotic age versus body mass {#s3c}
--------------------------------------------

### Model results {#s3c1}

The asymptotic age of Sauropodomorpha non-significantly increases with body mass (log-log-plot, [Figure 3B](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}; intercept p = 0.271, slope p = 0.061). The coefficient of determination of the linear regression function is only moderate (R^2 = ^0.538), reflecting a high variability in residuals. In accordance with the low quality of the fit, the estimated asymptotic ages of all Sauropodomorpha (including the estimate from the second best models for *Plateosaurus*, [Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}) range within a broad 95% confidence interval.

### Comparison with histological results {#s3c2}

Asymptotic ages obtained from growth models for Sauropodomorpha are only comparable with histological estimates when the individual is verifiably fully-grown, as indicated by the presence of an EFS. For the *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328 individual and the *Camarasaurus* individual the models predicted an asymptotic age which is more or less consistent with histology ([Table 3](#pone-0067012-t003){ref-type="table"}). The sum of the minimum (maximum) number of missing cycles, the number of visible growth marks, and the number of EFS cycles suggests that *Apatosaurus* individual BYU 601-17328 died at an age of 29 (31) years. This coincides well with the age of 31 year predicted by the growth curve; 31 years is the age at which 99% of the asymptotic mass is reached. Analogous calculations suggest that the *Camarasaurus* individual died at the age of 16 up to 26 years, which is still close to the 27 years predicted by the growth model. In contrast, the indeterminate mamenchisaurid individual had an estimated age at death of 31 years based on histology and shows an EFS, but the asymptotic age predicted from the growth curve is 45 years and thus is most probably inconsistent with histology. Because only two of the three fully-grown individuals studied had asymptotic ages predicted from growth curves, that are more or less consistent with those suggested by bone histology, we conclude that additional individuals are needed to statistically support the accuracy of the regression function on asymptotic age in Sauropodomorpha.

Allometry of age at sexual maturity versus body mass {#s3d}
----------------------------------------------------

### Model results {#s3d1}

Age at sexual maturity of the Sauropodomorpha as defined in this study (*ASM*) non-significantly increases with increasing body mass (log-log-plot, [Figure 3C](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}; intercept p = 0.230, slope p = 0.078). The coefficient of determination of the linear regression function established was the lowest (R^2^ = 0.494) of all allometries. Estimates obtained for each of the individuals are located within the broad 95% confidence interval, except for the indeterminate diplodocid MfN.R.NW4 individual, which is older at sexual maturity than the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval.

### Comparison with histological results {#s3d2}

A direct comparison of ages at sexual maturity with those derived from the histological examination of the bones was only possible for two specimens (*Plateosaurus*, diplodocid individual MfN.R.NW4, [Figure 2](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 3](#pone-0067012-t003){ref-type="table"}). In the *Plateosaurus* specimen, the onset of type E bone tissue coincides with the sixth to the eighth growth cycle, whereas the inflection point from both growth models is located between the fifth and sixth mark, the upper limit of the quasi-linear phase of growth is reached between the eighth and ninth mark, and *ASM* is in-between these limits. For the diplodocid individual MfN.R.NW4, the eleventh growth mark is located in the early type E bone tissue, and the inflection point of the growth curve closely coincides with this location (between the 12^th^ and 13^th^ mark). In contrast, both *ASM* and the age at which 90% of the asymptotic mass is reached by this individual are clearly outside the growth record.

For both *Apatosaurus* individuals (BYU 601-17328 and SMA 0014), *Camarasaurus*, the indeterminate diplodocid MfN.R.2625 and the indeterminate mamenchisaurid, no histological record of sexual maturity occurred in the bone tissue because the transition from type D to type E bone tissue had been destroyed by medullary expansion or secondary remodeling. In these cases, we would expect that the number of missing cycles estimated by the growth model should be higher than *ASM* predicted by the growth model. In contrast to our expectation, the growth models predicted that *ASM* is documented in the growth record for these five Sauropodomorpha, and only when taking the inflection point of the growth model as age at sexual maturity, the congruence between histology and growth models was slightly better for three individuals out of five. When using the inflection point as indicator of sexual maturity, sexual maturity was before the growth record started for *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328, *Camarasaurus*, and the indeterminate diplodocid MfN.R.2625, but for *Apatosaurus* SMA 0014 and the indeterminate mamenchisaurid sexual maturity was still predicted at an age covered in the growth record ([Figure 2](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 3](#pone-0067012-t003){ref-type="table"}). However, since the inflection point is not documented in the growth record of these five individuals, this critical information also was unavailable for the non-linear regression analysis, thus hampering the fitting process. Because only one out of seven Sauropodomorpha revealed estimates of *ASM* from our allometry consistent with bone histology, we conclude that additional specimens are needed to statistically support the accuracy of the regression function on age at sexual maturity.

Allometry of maximum growth rate versus body mass {#s3e}
-------------------------------------------------

### Model results {#s3e1}

Maximum growth rate was estimated for the year of the inflection point of the growth curve. Maximum growth rate increased significantly with body mass (log-log-plot, [Figure 3D](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}; intercept p = 0.230, slope p = 0.001), but the intercept of the regression line was not significant. The coefficient of determination of the linear regression function was the highest of all allometries (R^2^ = 0.895). Estimates obtained for each of the individuals under the best growth model fall within the 95% confidence interval, and even the estimate derived for *Plateosaurus engelhardti* (IFG 192.1) from the second-best model falls within this interval. When using the average growth rate during the quasi-linear phase of growth as a further estimate of maximum growth rate, five out of the seven Sauropodomorpha still fall within the 95% confidence interval of the regression line. Only the maximum growth rates of *Camarasaurus* and of the indeterminate diplodocid MfN.R.2625 were somewhat lower than the lower limit of this interval.

Both the maximum growth rates of Sauropodomorpha estimated from the inflection point and from the quasi-linear phase of the growth models were in the realm of precocial birds ([@pone.0067012-Case1], [Table 2](#pone-0067012-t002){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 3](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The regression line of precocial birds of Case [@pone.0067012-Case1] is placed within the 95% confidence interval of Sauropodomorpha. His eutherian mammal regression line is clearly above this 95% confidence interval, and his reptile line is below it. The latter observation still applies even if the lower maximum growth rates derived from the quasi-linear phase of growth are used.

### Comparison with histological results {#s3e2}

Sander et al. [@pone.0067012-Sander3] made a preliminary attempt to estimate the maximum growth rate of *Apatosaurus* SMA 0014 based on the largest observed increase in body mass between two growth marks. This estimate is 2,500 kg/year (6,849 g/day), which is not fundamentally higher than the "inflection point" estimates for the two *Apatosaurus* individuals (SMA 0014: 4,024.11 g/day; BYU 601-17328: 4,421.37 g/day) and "quasi-linear phase" estimates (SMA 0014: 2,939.54 g/day; BYU 601-17328: 3,248.04 g/day). However, all estimates are an order of magnitude higher than under the reptile model of Case [@pone.0067012-Case1] (SMA 0014: 346.67 g/day; BYU 601-17328: 313.69 g/day).

The growth records of both *Apatosaurus* individuals studied herein are poor and suffer from different problems that hamper the fitting of growth curves. While the record of SMA 0014 includes only an indistinct inflection point, none is documented in BYU 601-17328. This lack of important information about the transition from growth acceleration to growth deceleration in *Apatosaurus* may explain the differences in the maximum growth rate observed in the growth record and predicted by the growth models.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Test of cyclicity of growth mark records {#s4a}
----------------------------------------

In this study, we successfully applied various mathematical growth models to seven individuals pertaining to five different sauropodomorph taxa. The first aspect we would like to discuss is the implication of model fitting to the question of the annual nature of histological growth marks in dinosaurs. While this is generally accepted [@pone.0067012-Sander3], [@pone.0067012-Erickson2], [@pone.0067012-Padian1] and additional support has come from a recent study on extant mammals [@pone.0067012-Khler1], there have been dissenting voices [@pone.0067012-Chinsamy2]. Growth models can be used to indirectly test the annual nature of growth marks. Growth models are designed to describe, among other parameters, the increase in body mass over time, and raw data underlying growth models are time series of body masses. In the case of growth marks in dinosaurs, we want to test whether these growth marks were deposited at regular vs. random intervals. The growth model has a good fit to a data set of growth marks vs. body mass, suggesting that the growth marks are indeed cyclical. The only biologically plausible interval for growth marks is the year, at least in very large dinosaurs such as the Sauropodomorpha. In other words, if growth marks were to reflect random decreases of growth during the life of the animal, standard growth models that describe a systematic increase in body mass after birth in extant animals would not be applicable to data sets derived from dinosaurs.

Growth model selection and curve fitting techniques {#s4b}
---------------------------------------------------

At the outset of this study, we had assumed that growth models making no *a priori* assumption about the position of the inflection point of the growth curve (CRGM) would be more suitable for estimating life history traits and in particular ages at which growth starts to decelerate (inflection point of the growth curve) of extinct species than models with a predetermined inflection point (vBGM, LGM, and GGM). However, the LGM turned out to be the best model for describing the growth in body mass in Sauropodomorpha. The CRGM was only applicable to the *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328 and the *Camarasaurus* individuals, but models performed rather poorly because the estimated number of missing cycles strongly contradicted the histological data ([Table 1](#pone-0067012-t001){ref-type="table"}). Because one more parameter has to be estimated during the fitting process (parameter *m*) for the CRGM in comparison to the LGM and the vBGM, the failure of fitting the CRGM is possibly caused by an insufficient number of growth marks in comparison to the total number of model parameters estimated. If so, we would expect that fitting a CRGM would be successful for individuals with a growth record covering a broad range of body masses in the ontogeny of the individual and showing many growth cycles, e.g., for the indeterminate mamenchisaurid (22 visible cycles) and *Apatosaurus* SMA 0014 (20 visible cycles). For these two individuals, however, the LGM was the best. The CRGM was only successfully fitted to two individuals showing a poor growth record regarding the number of growth marks preserved and the body mass range covered (*Camarasaurus*, 9 visible cycles, HOS 12, *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328, 5 non-EFS visible cycles, HOS 12). This discrepancy suggests that technical reasons are not responsible for the poor performance of the CRGM for Sauropodomorpha and favors the applicability of standard growth models (vBGM and LGM) for this taxon.

The LGM turned out to be the best growth model for all Sauropodomorpha studied. This model was also successfully applied to multi-individual growth data by Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson3] of *Massospondylus carinatus* (nine femora) and *Apatosaurus exelsus* (four scapulae). In the study of Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1], the vBGM was successfully applied to one multi-individual growth data set, that of *Apatosaurus exelsus* (re-analysis of the scapulae used by Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson3]) and three single-individual data sets, i.e., *Alamosaurus sanjuanensis* (based on a single humerus), *Janenschia robustus* (based on a single femur), and an indeterminate sauropod from England (based on a single pubis). Note that we are discussing the model fit to the data in these studies, not the reliability of the results (see introduction).

However, contrary to our study, neither Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson3] nor Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] had concurrently tested the LGM and the vBGM for any time series of body masses and were thus unable to objectively rank the two growth models based on their AIC. While Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson3] do not provide any argument for using the LGM, Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] give two heuristic arguments for their preference of the vBGM over the LGM for *Apatosaurus exelsus*: First, the vBGM performs well for the closest living relatives of dinosaurs (birds, [@pone.0067012-Ricklefs1]) as well as for the largest living terrestrial animals, the elephants ([@pone.0067012-Lee1], [@pone.0067012-Laws1], but see [@pone.0067012-Gaillard1], [@pone.0067012-Zullinger1]). The second argument of Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] for using the vBGM was that it produces estimates for life history traits that were consistent with predictions derived from allometries that had previously been obtained from other dinosaurs. We believe that the second argument of these authors amounts to circular reasoning.

The LGMs established for individuals by curve-fitting technique 2 (FT2) always performed better than the approach that explicitly estimated the number of missing cycles (FT1), except for *Plateosaurus*. For this individual, FT1 produced a statistically better supported model than FT2. The LGM derived from FT1 was only slightly better in terms of AIC (ΔAIC = 3.6) than the model derived from FT2, and both models were very well supported by bone histology. The growth record of *Plateosaurus* is exceptionally good for a sauropodomorph individual because it covers a very broad ontogenetic range of body masses, and only a few growth cycles are lost to resorption in the inner part of the bone.

Our results suggest that the application of FT2 may eventually rely on the availability of precise estimates of the number of cycles missing in the inner part of the bone. This could eventually limit the applicability of this curve-fitting technique to other Sauropodomorpha (but not to other dinosaurs). However, we observed that when manually increasing the number of potentially missing cycles stepwise (FT2), we either found a clear minimum AIC or a hyperbolic decrease in AIC values. Thus, a stepwise increase in the number of missing cycles (starting with the minimum estimated number of cycles) until a minimum AIC is reached could at least be used to create models that are testable with respect to histological and biological plausibility when estimates of the number of cycles missing in the inner part of the bone are difficult to obtain.

For all sauropodomorph specimens studied, except for *Plateosaurus engelhardti*, growth models were not consistent with bone histology (HOS 8 as indicator of sexual maturity) when using *ASM* to estimate age at sexual maturity. In contrast, the inflection point of the growth model coincided with HOS 8 for the diplodocid individuals MfN.R.NW4 and MfN.R.2625, *Apatosaurus* BYU 601-17328, and *Camarasaurus*, and this could support the inflection point concept for sexual maturity. However, many more specimens need to be studied to clarify whether *ASM* or the inflection point is the better estimator of the age at sexual maturity in Sauropodomorpha.

Consistency of allometries with published life history traits of other Sauropodomorpha {#s4c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To compare the allometries of life history traits established in this study with those for other Sauropodomorpha, only two reliable studies are available (see the introduction). Because allometries can strongly differ between extant taxa [@pone.0067012-Blueweiss1], [@pone.0067012-Case1], [@pone.0067012-Hendriks1], we only discuss the applicability of allometries to Sauropodomorpha but not to dinosaurs in general. In addition to the sauropod *Alamosaurus* taken from Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1], we selected the basal sauropodomorph *Massospondylus* from Chinsamy-Turan [@pone.0067012-ChinsamyTuran1] for comparison. This taxon has a very good multi-individual growth record as already noted by Chinsamy [@pone.0067012-Chinsamy1] and Erickson et al. [@pone.0067012-Erickson3].

Three vBGMs had been established by Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] for *Alamosaurus* from which the authors derived age at death, asymptotic age (*A*), age at sexual maturity, and maximum growth rate of the individual. The asymptotic age predicted by these models for the *Alamosaurus* dataset fits well within the 95% confidence interval of our regression ([Figure 3B](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum growth rate of this individual is slightly lower than the lower limit of this interval ([Figure 3D](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}), whereas its age at death ([Figure 3A](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}) and age at sexual maturity (i.e. at the inflection point) is much too low ([Figure 3C](#pone-0067012-g003){ref-type="fig"}) when compared to our results. While all individuals studied here have passed sexual maturity (\>HOS 8) when they died, the *Alamosaurus* individual is a subadult [@pone.0067012-Lehman1], of HOS 7. Thus age at death may have been lower than predicted because our regression is based only on ontogenetically older individuals (≥ HOS 10) than the *Alamosaurus* individual.

The age at sexual maturity that Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] derived from the inflection point of their growth models for the *Alamosaurus* individual was much lower than expected from our allometry. This difference can be largely attributed to the different growth models applied. Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] fitted a vBGM and thus indirectly assumed that the inflection point of their fitted growth curve is reached earlier than under our LGM (at 30 vs. 50% of the asymptotic body mass). We therefore re-evaluated the histological growth record given in Lehman and Woodward [@pone.0067012-Lehman1] and found that the inflection point is located one mark before the last documented growth mark. There are nine growth marks preserved, four to five marks are missing, giving an age of 12--13 years for the revised inflection point vs. five to six years predicted by the vBGM in the original study. The revised estimates of age at the inflection point and maximum growth rate (1,403 kg/year or 3,843 g/day vs. the original 1,090 kg/year or 2,986 g/day) of *Alamosaurus* are much closer to the ages at sexual maturity predicted by our allometries from growth curves, and now fit into the 95% confidence interval of the regression lines.

For *Massospondylus*, Chinsamy-Turan [@pone.0067012-ChinsamyTuran1] estimated an age of 15 years at death. This age coincides very well with our allometry, although the estimated adult body mass of this basal sauropodomorph is an order of magnitude smaller than that of *Plateosaurus*.

We conclude that other studies on Sauropodomorpha support the allometries established in this study and that these can at least be used to approximate life history traits of other individuals of this taxon. An exception is the basal sauropodomorph *Plateosaurus* for which predictions are less reliable because of its strong developmental plasticity [@pone.0067012-Sander4].

Aging, maturation, and growth in Sauropodomorpha {#s4d}
------------------------------------------------

At the outset, we would like to remind the reader that because of uncertainties about the original thickness of the cortex, maximum growth rate is overestimated and the values of all ages are underestimated. Growth curves and allometries in this study suggest that the life history of Sauropodomorpha is similar in several aspects to the life history of extant ratites, the largest herbivorous terrestrial birds, and of mammalian megaherbivores ([Figure 4](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"}). As seen in many reptiles and large mammals, such as female elephants [@pone.0067012-Lee1], [@pone.0067012-Shrader1], Sauropodomorpha reached sexual maturity well before they were fully-grown (as already suggested by Sander [@pone.0067012-Sander6] and corroborated by the histological ontogenetic stages from Klein and Sander [@pone.0067012-Klein2]). While ages at sexual maturity of ratites and megaherbivores are consistent with the virus-to-mammals allometry of Blueweiss [@pone.0067012-Blueweiss1] and are larger than predicted by an allometry on mammals only [@pone.0067012-Laws1], Sauropodomorpha were older at sexual maturity than scaled-up ratites and than average mammals ([Figure 4C](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Megaherbivores, however, mature later than average mammals [@pone.0067012-OwenSmith1]. Thus, small Sauropodomorpha (e.g. *Plateosaurus engelhardti*) showed an age at sexual maturity as seen in the largest similar-sized megaherbivores, and the larger Sauropodomorpha (all other Sauropodomorpha studied) possibly matured earlier than scaled-up megaherbivores. Because the data set for extant megaherbivores is small (the regression line in [Figure 4C](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"} is not significant), the latter observation is not statistically supported.

![Comparison of life history traits of Sauropodomorpha, extant ratites and extant mammalian megaherbivores.\
All regression lines for extant species are extrapolated to the body masses of Sauropodomorpha. In all panels the dashed blue lines and dashed green lines are regression lines for ratites and megaherbivores, respectively. These regression lines were calculated based on all data points for the respective taxon. None of the dashed regression lines is statistically significant. Open circles in **A)** to **D)** are Sauropodomorpha. Data for megaherbivores are from Owen-Smith [@pone.0067012-OwenSmith1] and those for ratites are from del Hoyo [@pone.0067012-DelHoyo1]. Symbol explanation for megaherbivores (green): elephant: *Loxondonta africana* (open diamonds), hippo: *Hippopotamus amphibius* (open circles), giraffe: *Giraffa camelopardalis* (open squares), rhinos: *Rhinoceros unicornis* (crosses), *Diceros bicornis* (asterisks), *Ceratotherium simum* (open triangles). Symbol explanation for ratites (blue): ostrich: Struthio camelus (filled diamonds), emu: *Dromaius novaehollandiae* (crosses), cassowary: *Casuarius casuarius* (filled triangles), rhea: *Rhea americana* (asterisks). **A)** Life expectancy in wild populations. Vertical bars connect minimum and maximum life expectancies for elephant, hippo, rhinos, and emu. Ostrich data are from captive animals; green line: allometry of life expectancy in mammals [@pone.0067012-Blueweiss1]. **B)** Asymptotic age in wild populations. Bars: minimum and maximum values for elephant (male, female), hippo and emu. **C)** Age at sexual maturity in wild populations. Vertical bars connect minimum and maximum values for all species; brown line: virus-to-mammals allometry of maturation time [@pone.0067012-Blueweiss1]; green line: allometry of age at first conception in mammals [@pone.0067012-OwenSmith1]. Age at sexual maturity of Sauropodomorpha is based on *ASM* of the best growth model ([Figure 2C](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"}, grey triangle). **D)** Maximum growth rate. Sauropodomorpha (black line, 95% confidence interval dotted), eutherian mammals (green line, [@pone.0067012-Case1]), precocial birds (blue line, [@pone.0067012-Case1]), reptiles (red line, [@pone.0067012-Case1]). Growth rates of Sauropodomorpha are in the realm of precocial birds. The regression line of eutherian mammals is clearly above the 95% confidence interval for Sauropodomorpha, and the line for reptiles is well below the confidence interval. Maximum growth rates of Sauropodomorpha are based on the inflection points of the best growth models ([Figure 2D](#pone-0067012-g002){ref-type="fig"}).](pone.0067012.g004){#pone-0067012-g004}

Asymptotic ages of Sauropodomorpha resemble the ages seen in extant mammalian megaherbivores, but were higher than those of scaled-up ratites ([Figure 4B](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum growth rates of Sauropodomorpha fit well to the average found in scaled-up precocial birds, but are lower than the rates of average mammals. Maximum growth rates of megaherbivores ([Figure 4D](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"}), however, either fit within the 95% confidence interval of Sauropodomorpha, like in the black rhino (*Diceros bicornis*), or were considerably lower than the lower limit of this interval, like in the African elephant (*Loxodonta africana*), indicating that on average ratites (scaled-up), megaherbivores (scaled-up) and Sauropodomorpha have similar maximum growth rates.

Ages at death derived for the adult Sauropodomorpha individuals in this study and life expectancies found in populations of ratites are above the allometry of mammals ([@pone.0067012-Blueweiss1], [Figure 4A](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"}). An exception is the ostrich, *Struthio camelus*, which shows a higher life expectancy ([Figure 4A](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"}), but those data originate from captive animals. Mammalian megaherbivores have higher life expectancies than ratites (scaled-up ratites could have higher life time expectancies than megaherbivores as suggested by the non-significant regression line in [Figure 4A](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"}) and the ages of death observed in sauropodomorphs ([Figure 4A](#pone-0067012-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Keeping in mind that ages at death of the adult Sauropodomorpha individuals studied most probably overestimate the real average in populations, the life expectancies of Sauropodomorpha populations should have been even lower than in scaled-up ratites and scaled-up megaherbivores.

To sum up, aging, maturation, and growth patterns in Sauropodomorpha show a combination of strategies seen in recent megaherbivores and today\'s largest birds. This suggests that similar environmental factors have shaped the life history of extinct Sauropodomorpha and of extant large animals. The higher ages at sexual maturity seen in larger Sauropodomorpha in comparison to today\'s megaherbivores and ratites could have been compensated for by a higher annual number of offspring facilitated by a larger body size [@pone.0067012-Griebeler1], [@pone.0067012-Werner1]. Viviparity could have favored the distinct K-strategy found in extant mammalian megaherbivores that is absent in extant oviparous ratites and most probably absent in extinct oviparous Sauropodomorpha [@pone.0067012-Janis1], [@pone.0067012-Griebeler1], [@pone.0067012-Werner1].

In conclusion, we provided the first comprehensive analysis of histologically derived single-individual growth data sets of body mass vs. age for sauropodomorph dinosaurs using different growth models and fitting techniques. Based on the best-fitting models, we derived allometries between body mass and life history traits for Sauropodomorpha. While the data base for our growth curves and allometries are admittedly limited, great potential is apparent in the data and their interpretation. For the first time, we have more than anecdotal evidence for the commonly asked question of the age at death of Sauropodomorpha, for their ages at sexual maturity, and for their maximum growth rates. Nevertheless, the allometries established in this study on life history traits are still only hypotheses to be tested in the future.
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